
Before they can be sold on the market, drugs and cosmetics have 
to undergo extensive controls and trials. And these strict regulati-
ons apply not only to development, but also production and sales. 
Cosmetics manufacturers and pharmaceuticals companies that 
want to sell such products on the U.S. market need approval from 
the FDA (Food and Drug Administration). Although the demands 
of cosmetics are much lower than those for pharmaceuticals, they 
still have to satisfy certain requirements of the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act (FDCA). As such, cosmetics manufacturers and 
retailers are also subject to some government supervision. The 
companies have to prove to the FDA that they take responsibility for 
their products.This is ensured by an established acceptance and 
approval process with clear rules, which links the manufacturing 
company with the FDA. As part of a modernization program for its 
document management, a European cosmetics manufacturer ex-
plored possibilities for the legally compliant digital handling of the 
approval process. T-Systems met this challenge with DocuSign.

“DocuSign proved to be the perfect solution, because in addition to its quick implementation, 
it creates a binding legal basis for the digital signing process.”
Nima Imani, project manager, T-Systems

At a glance
• A new document management system needed a reliable signing 

solution for external approval processes

• Integration of DocuSign, deployed as a web service

• Fast implementation within just four weeks

• Legally compliant signing process without any media 
discontinuity

• Faster approvals, quicker time to market

DocuSign provides a smooth, reliable signing process for the 
approval of cosmetics

Making the beauty business secure



The challenge
An international cosmetics manufacturer has to manage with a 
wealth of documents – not only unofficial documents, but also 
correspondence that is essential for documenting production 
processes and quality controls. These documents are also highly 
relevant for product approvals. To master its international document 
management, the company chose T-Systems to implement the 
ImageMaster document management system (DMS). This system 
not only stores the documents, but also supports workflows, such 
as for product acceptance. The solution also has an option for 
integrating signatures from persons responsible for a variety of 
processes and subprocesses. The ImageMaster features for adding 
signatures are sufficient for even complex internal process flows, 
but for official communication with regulatory authorities, the cos-
metics manufacturer needs a solution that supports legally binding 
signatures as well.

The solution
The company chose DocuSign, which provides certified digital sig-
natures. 500,000 companies already use this solution to conclude 
legally binding contracts. DocuSign is deployed as a high-availa-
bility web service, hosted in a European data center. T-Systems 
integrated the service with the ImageMaster workflows using the 
APIs provided by DocuSign. As a result, the internal process flows 
can be “extended” elegantly beyond the company’s boundaries, 
to reach reliable, auditable agreements with the FDA. The imple-
mentation of DocuSign took less than four weeks – including the 
development of templates that model the company’s processes and 
involved roles.

The reference in detail
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Customer benefits
In DocuSign, the cosmetics manufacturer now has a binding, officially recognized solution for valid digital signatures.The signatu-
res are legally binding; forgery is not possible. DocuSign can be easily integrated with the installed document management soluti-
on, creating a signing and approval process that has no media discontinuity. In addition to making it easier to archive and retrieve 
the process flows and approvals, the new system is also much faster than the previous IT solution. Ultimately, this also speeds up 
the approval process, thus reducing the time it takes to get the products onto U.S. store shelves.

Further advantages:
• Support for a variety of templates, tailored to the specific processes
• Certified digital signature
• Fast rollout
• High availability
• GDPR compliance


